
 
 
SUMMARY 

 

Non-Volatile Residues (NVRs) are often overlooked aspects of medical Hydrofluoroalkanes (HFAs) 

that are now coming under some regulatory scrutiny. Historically, they have often been confused with 

another, quite different but similar sounding test. 

 

They arise through the pickup of metal oxides and lubricants by the medical HFA in handling, and are 

not intrinsic to the product, but are contaminants. As they are unknown in nature, they should be 

treated in HFA specifications as any other unknown element. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Some level of NVR content in medical HFAs is inescapable, as all handling contact leaves some 

residue. However, this should be kept to a strictly controlled minimum as by definition the nature of 

the residue is unknown and therefore must be treated, for reasons of toxicology, as any other 

unknown. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

1. Consideration should be given to the inclusion of the following clause in Medical HFA 

specifications: 

Non-volatile residue at 5 ppm w/w maximum 

2. Great care should be taken to exclude lubricants and greases from any possible contact with 

medical HFAs. 

3. HFAs supplied in disposable packaging should not be used for medical purposes. 
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TECHNICAL NOTE 
 
NON-VOLATILE RESIDUES IN HFA MEDICAL PROPELLANTS: VERSION 1 
(An often under controlled critical aspect of propellant quality) 



 

DISCUSSION 

 

Introduction 

 

Hydrofluoroalkane (HFA) medical propellant specifications are complex and precise technical 

documents. Great care is taken to state and understand the control clauses for key impurities related 

to the synthesis of the product. 

 

However, further down the specification the reader will come across ‘other’ clauses that may seem 

somewhat archaic, and certainly less informative or ‘important’. These are the ‘wet’ tests, controlling 

other parameters of the propellant. Some of them are well understood and appreciated, such as the 

test for moisture, and the normal limit of 10 ppm. 

 

Others, however, are often both skimmed over, and sometimes poorly understood. In particular, there 

is the limit on Non-Volatile Residue (NVR) -if it is specified- which can be argued to be one of the most 

important clauses in the specification. Yet it is frequently ignored or misunderstood. This note is to 

try and remedy this situation. 

 

Definition 

 

An NVR can be defined as: 

 

Any component of a refrigerant that is involatile and remains behind on evaporation of the refrigerant 

at temperatures above that of boiling water. 

 

Its identity, unless otherwise specially investigated, will be unknown. 

 

Confusion between Non-Volatile Residue (NVR) and High Boiling Residue specification clauses and 

limits 

A common error made in working with HFA specifications is confusing these two very different limits 

and tests. 

 

The NVR limit – already described - is a low number (e.g. 5ppm) quoted as weight/weight, limiting 

involatile content as described in the definition above. The test method used is given in Appendix 1. 

 

The somewhat similar named High Boiling Residue clause also found in HFA specifications places a 

pass/fail limit on the amount of material in the propellant that boils at least 26 degrees higher than 

the pure HFA itself. The test method used is given in Appendix 2. 

 

This is a historical test from the 1960’s and 1970’s, when GC analysis was still developing, and 

essentially was a crude measure of higher boiling liquids, such as percholoroethylene in P12, which 

might not show up in GC analysis. The limit of this test is 0.01% v/v (100 ppm v/v), and it is in 

specifications as a crude pass/fail. 

 

Nowadays, it has been rendered largely redundant by advances in GC technique, but still lingers on in 

specifications. It must be stressed that this second test must not be confused with the NVRs 

specification and test, which form the basis of this technical note. 
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Origin of Medical HFA NVRs 

 

It should be clearly stated that NVRs are not impurities of synthesis of any medical HFA propellant. 

HFA propellant purification always involves extensive distillation, so by definition, a non-volatile 

impurity will not pass this stage in the purification procedure. NVRs are – always – due to some 

degree of contamination of the purified propellant through handling and packaging subsequent to 

purification. 

 

In a scrupulously handled bulk medical propellant that has only contacted stainless steel, a result of 

no more than 1ppm should be expected. In carefully repacked medical propellant in carbon steel 

vessels, a result of up to very occasionally 2ppm is observed, the slight increase being due to traces 

of iron oxides from the carbon steel packaging. 

 

However, in HFA samples from some sources, results can sometimes be much higher, and this is due 

to an additional form of contamination due to unidentified lubricants – oils and greases. 

 

There are several ways in which lubricant contamination of medical HFAs can occur. Briefly these are: 

 

1. Incorrect handling of the product on the HFA plant after distillation. The most common reason is 

use of incorrect pumps or compressors post distillation, which have seals on them that require some 

use of lubricants. This will introduce a continual bleed of lubricant into the medical HFA. This can 

occur both handling the bulk HFA, and handling smaller quantities when it is repacked into cylinders 

and drums. 

2. Use of inappropriate fittings and valves, usually when repacking, introducing lubricant from 

moving surfaces in the valve. 

3. Use of inappropriate cylinders. A popular small package in the refrigerant business is the 

Disposable Cylinder, which takes around 13Kg of product. These are an attractive package, especially 

for developing world markets when return of empty cylinders is difficult. Some HFA suppliers have 

tried to use these with medical HFAs for this reason. 

The serious problem is that a special oil/grease is used in their manufacture to aid the drawing 

process, and by the nature of the pack and the way it is used, cannot be washed off afterwards before 

the package is filled with medical HFA. This leads to significant lubricant contamination (around 10 

ppm) of the HFA in the disposable package. These packages thus have no place transporting medical 

HFAs. 

 

Toxicology 

 

NVRs are, by definition, unknown materials, and as such must be treated exactly as any other 

unknown material in the HFA specification. 

 

It should be noted that oils and greases, always a potential NVR contaminant, are particularly 

undesirable contaminants from a respiratory viewpoint. Not only is the inhalation to the deep lung of 

high molecular weight alkanes – the main component of such materials – very questionable, but also, 

they usually contain performance enhancers that are even more undesirable, such as slip agents 

(molybdenum, graphite, PTFE) and industrial surfactants. Finally, the risk of chronic build-up in the 

lung cannot be ignored. 
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Recommended limits 

 

The only rigorous position that can be taken on this matter is the one dictated by toxicological 

considerations. 

 

Most modern medical HFA specifications contain unknown clauses, typically limiting single unknowns 

detected in the chromatographic part of the assay to 5ppm or less. The lead pharmaceutical 

companies arrived at this figure by risk assessment calculations considering the susceptibility of 

asthmatic patients to inhaling potentially chronic toxic materials, and this limit is accepted by 

regulatory bodies. 

 

Whilst the 5ppm figure was originally conceived for volatile (chromatographic) unknowns, the same 

must logically apply to any other unknown found in the propellant, volatile or otherwise. 

 

It is thus strongly recommended that pharmaceutical companies should limit NVRs in their 

acceptance specifications to 5ppm. 

 

Regulatory position 

 

In the 1990s, some ambiguous regulatory specifications were produced, that initiated much of the 

confusion between the two tests. More recently, it has become clear that regulators expect the 

unknowns limit to be applied to NVRs. 

 

Most recently, in a discussion between Koura and the US FDA, the FDA accepted that 5ppm was an 

appropriate limit for NVRs in the medical HFA under discussion. It should be noted, however, that 

Koura justified this solely based on trace metal oxides, as it appears that these largely or completely 

form the very low level of NVRs in Koura propellants. There was no discussion about lubricants, so 

there is the possibility that regulators would be even more stringent if directly considering these as 

contaminants. 

 

Appendix 1: Determination of Non-Volatile Residue in ZEPHEX®134a. (Method Number 134a/011). 

Appendix 2: Determination of Boiling Range and High Boiling Impurities. (Method Number 

134a/007) 
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Amendments from previous issue: 

 
1. Document format standardised.  
2. Mexichem Fluor updated to Koura 
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